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Coreum, the new enterprise-grade layer 1 blockchain developed by the Coreum Development
Foundation, has officially launched on March 24, 2023. This guide will offer you the latest Coreum
price prediction for 2023, 2025 and 2030 that was being made as of April 14, 2023. Let’s talk
through the most important features of Coreum and the fundamental analysis.

 

At the end of this review, a clear picture will emerge as to how high the Coreum coin price will go.

 

Before diving into the Coreum crypto price prediction and discussing numbers that might get you
bored for no reason at all, let us talk about the history and a basic overview of Coreum in the
market.

 

Coreum (COREUM) Overview
Cryptocurrency Coreum
Ticker Symbol COREUM
Rank 3344
Price $0.275468
Price Change 24H +2.09%
Market Cap N/A
Circulating Supply N/A
Trading Volume $203,962
All Time High $5.98
All Time Low $0.122615
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What is Coreum?
Coreum (COREUM) is a 3rd generation, layer 1 blockchain with smart contracts built to serve as a
core infrastructure of future decentralized applications. It is also the first-ever enterprise-grade
blockchain (EGB) catering to enterprise needs.

 

With the ability to process up to 7,000 transactions per second with a federated group of 32
validators, Coreum prioritizes cutting-edge speed. Furthermore, it can scale without limits thanks to
Tendermint Consensus Engine and Cosmos SDK. In addition to heightened scalability, the new layer
one will bring immense multi-chain interoperability through the deployment of bridge functionality
and collateralized wrapping.

 

The low-latency, proof-of-stake blockchain supports the expansion of modular, fast, secure, and
interoperable blockchain-based applications, ultimately cultivating the mass adoption of
decentralized technology among enterprise-grade entities.

 

EGB is a new standard introduced by Coreum for blockchain networks specifically designed to
provide the essential tools and infrastructure for enterprises of any size to build and run
decentralized applications. It is a standard that determines the blockchain network’s optimization
for enterprises and regulation compliance. For example, an EGB must provide a collection of
accurate records that is auditable and irreversible. Transaction data must also not expose sensitive
information about all involved parties. Of course, the list goes on.

 

COREUM is the ecosystem’s governance and utility token. Holders can use the token as payment for
the gas fee on transactions. Furthermore, token holders play a part in shaping the future of the
ecosystem.

 

Current Coreum Price
At the time of writing, Coreum is trading at $0.275468, ranking #3344 amongst all
cryptocurrencies by market capitalization. In the past 24 hours, the price of Coreum has increased
by 2.09% with a trading volume of $203,962.

 

In the past fortnight, Coreum has been in a good upward trend, gaining 16.1%.
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COREUM Price Prediction 2023, 2025, 2030
We’ve covered most of the important things you need to know about Coreum before considering its
price prediction. If you are really interested in investing in the coin, this is the time to be more
attentive. Do note, however, that predictions are not a substitute for your own research and due
diligence.

 

Below pulls together all the latest Coreum predictions for 2023, 2025 and 2030 to give you an idea
of how the crypto might perform in the future.

 
YEAR MINIMUM PRICE MAXIMUM PRICE
2023 $0.32 $0.48
2025 $0.77 $0.85
2030 $1.69 $1.97

 

Coreum Price Prediction 2023
If the platform welcomes a thriving userbase and a spike in the rate of adoptions and collaborations,
Coreum might see impressive growth throughout 2023.

 

As per our Coreum price prediction 2023, Coreum is expected to reach a possible high of $0.48 by
the end of 2023. We forecast a minimum price of $0.32 and an average price of $0.39 for the year.
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Coreum Price Prediction 2025
Coreum looks well-positioned to reach its full potential in the coming years. Based on our
Coreum price prediction 2025, Coreum crypto should be worth at least $0.77 in 2025, and the
maximum price could be $0.85. The estimated average price could be $0.80.

 

Coreum Price Prediction 2030
The Coreum ecosystem is growing with new users and may remain viable in the long term. Our
Coreum price prediction 2030 forecasts that at the very highest, Coreum price may hit $1.97 by
2030. The minimum price could be $1.69, averaging out at $1.85.

 

Here, it’s worth pointing out that 2030 is still a long way away. 7 years down the line, the crypto
market could be affected by a host of different events and updates, each of which is difficult to
ascertain. Ergo, it’s best that predictions like these are taken with a pinch of salt.

 

Remember the Coreum price prediction targets are automatically produced using our price
prediction tool and in that matter, not a guarantee, that the actual price action will follow what we
mentioned. Forecasts are not immune to changing circumstances and will be updated with new
developments. Experts advise you to evaluate all necessary factors before you decide to sell
COREUM or purchase it. Never make investments you cannot risk losing. Happy investing!

 

Claim your BTCC $10 USDT Bonus
Receive a welcome bonus when you sign up for BTCC crypto trading platform.
GET +10 USDT
GET 3,500 USDT DEPOSIT BONUS
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